Join Us For the Upcoming WASHAA Event

Mayflower Park Hotel
May 2, 2014

Register Now

Don’t miss a formidable line up of speakers at the WASHAA Panel Discussion on the hidden epidemic of misdiagnosis. From newborns to seniors, individuals can face wrong, delayed or missed diagnoses at any time; while at the physician's office or during a hospital stay, at the ER or during diagnostic testing, and pretty much at any point while navigating the healthcare system. Being able to detect a wrong, delayed or missed diagnosis can save time, money, and most importantly, lives.

Whether you are an advocate, a patient or a provider, learn how to avoid or deal with a misdiagnosis, get actionable tips and tools for yourself, your loved ones or your patients, and take part in our interactive and lively discussion!

Event Program
3:00pm - 3:30pm
Registration

3:30am - 5:00pm
Panel Discussion:
Misdiagnosis - The Hidden Epidemic

Trisha Torrey
Every Patient's Advocate, Founder

Steven Overman, MD, MPH, FACR
Chief of Rheumatology, Northwest/University of Washington Medical Center

Bill Thatcher
Executive Director, Cautious Patient Foundation

5:00pm - 7:00pm
Networking Event
Mix and mingle with panel discussion attendees, WASHAA and non-WASHAA members interested in health advocacy and patient safety. Light appetizers served.

Registration Details
WASHAA Members - $20
Non-WASHAA Members - $25
Students - $15

Join us for the Panel Discussion and stay for the social event right after to enjoy delicious light appetizers from Andaluca restaurant and drinks at the relaxing Fireside Room of the Mayflower Hotel!

Learn more about this event and Register Here
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